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DESIGNED BY MITSUBISHI MOTORS, PININFARINA AND YOU

The people at Mitsubishi Motors have a passion for engineering excellence. The designers at Pininfarina for 

beautiful motorvehicles. Together, they have built the new Colt CZC Coupé-Cabriolet, the most beautiful and powerful

car in its class. It’s now up to you to finish it off. And we’ve compiled this brochure to help you. It contains a 

stunning range of stylish accessories designed with the same passion and dedication as the car itself. All you 

need to do is choose the ones that best reflect your personal taste and style. The final stage in the design of 

your new Colt CZC Coupé-Cabriolet is in your hands. So let the designer in you out.



DESIGNING CARS IS FUN

At Mitsubishi Motors and Pininfarina we know all about that. We’ve made a career out of it. In fact, we enjoy it so

much that we made the new Mitsubishi Colt CZC Coupé-Cabriolet the most complete coupé-cabriolet on the market

today. The lines are magnificent, the interior is second-to-none and performance-wise it simply leaves the rest

standing. So join in the fun and consider the accessories that will give your new car the personal look and feel you

like. Inside and out. From sports pedals to side skirts.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Colt CZC MPI shown with wind deflector, upper sports grille, fog lamps, front and side

skirts, side garnish, mirror covers and alloy wheels.

Colt CZC Turbo shown with wind deflector, upper and lower sports grille.



EXTERIOR
STYLING

Front airdam
For Colt CZC MPI only.

To be painted.

MZ312905

Upper sports grille
Paintable rim with powder-coated mesh (2 pcs).

Silver MZ313778

Black MZ313779

Upper sports grille
Paintable rim with powder-coated mesh (2 pcs).

Silver MZ313778

Black MZ313779

Lower sports grille
For Colt CZC Turbo only. Powder-coated mesh (3 pcs).

Silver MZ313791

Black MZ313790

The upper- and lower

sports grilles replace 

the original grille parts.

Tailgate garnish
Chromed decorative moulding on rear tailgate.

MZ313781
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Side skirts
Standard on Colt CZC Turbo.

To be painted.

MZ312906

Side garnish
Chromed decorative moulding to be placed underneath the

side protection moulding.

MZ313780

Mirror covers
Chromed.

MZ313768

EXTERIOR
STYLING

Alloy wheel - 15”
Standard on Inform models.

7 spoke

MZ313017

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693

Alloy wheel - 16”
5 split spoke

MZ312816

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312694

Alloy wheel - 16”
Standard on Instyle and

Invite models.

7 spoke

MZ313018

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693

Alloy wheel - 16”
Standard on Turbo model.

5 split spoke, Turbo

design.

MZ313427

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693

Wheel cover - 15”
8 spoke 

MZ313016

Wheel cover - 14” 
(no ill.)

9 spoke 

MZ313015

Lockable wheel nuts
Alloy wheels can be 

protected against theft

with lockable wheel nuts.
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Steering wheel 
Black/grey leather.

MZ313104

Gear shift knob 
Grey leather.

MZ313106

Accent parts
Silver colour.

For air vents                  MZ313107

For combimeter rings*   MZ313108

For speaker rings          MZ313572

For centre console        MZ313573

* Silver-coloured combimeter rings are standard 

on the Turbo model.

Smoker kit
Includes ashtray, cigarette lighter and socket.

MZ313607

INTERIOR
STYLING

Entry guard foil
For Colt CZC 

MPI only.

Front doors set.

MZ313424

Entry guards
For Colt CZC 

MPI only.

Brushed aluminium.

Front doors set.

MZ313423

Sports pedal kit
For Colt CZC MPI only.

Aluminium brushed (set of 3 pcs).

MZ313109

Accent parts
Silver colour.

For centre console. 

MZ313573

Accent parts
Silver colour.

For combimeter rings. 

Standard on Turbo model.

MZ313108
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Tweeter set
Set of 2 tweeters for

mounting in front doors.

MZ313021

IN-CAR 
ENTERTAINMENT

Arrow type navigation system PZ-5000
Colour arrow type navigation system, 4.9” colour display,

RDS (EON/PTY) tuner, CD player, CD changer control, 

telephone mute preparation, trip computer mode switch, 

4 x 25W. CD music play is possible while navigation is 

in use thanks to the internal memory with corridor function. 

A security code card is supplied with PZ-5000.

MZ312960 

Note: steering wheel audio control does not work with 

PZ-5000.

Digital road maps (CD-ROM) for PZ-5000
Please see the quick reference list.

Installation kit for PZ-5000
MZ313141

Remote control 
Optional for PZ-5000 

navigation system.

MZ313044

Speaker set
Set of 2 front- and 

2 rear speakers.

MZ313437
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IN-CAR 
ENTERTAINMENT

Bluetooth adapter
For Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones.

Cable free connection between the mobile 

phone and hands free kit.

MZ313331

Mobile phone console kit
Colt dedicated console and wiring harness.

For combination with:

- PZ-2200 audio        MZ313180

- PZ-5000 navigation MZ313181

Mobile phone cradles
Cradles are available for various types of mobile phones.

Please ask your dealer for more information.

Note: Mobile phone car kit consists of mobile phone 

console, cradle, hands free base kit and antenna.

PZ-2200
Standard on Turbo, Instyle and Invite models.

RDS-EON radio, CD player, compatible with MP3, CD changer

control buttons, telephone mute preparation, trip computer

mode switch, 4 x 35W. 

MZ313759 

Mobile phone antenna
Window antenna. 

Dual band patch antenna for GSM 900 & 1800 net.

MZ313140

Mobile phone hands
free base kit

Includes switchbox, 

microphone and base plate

(cradle needs to be clicked

into the base plate).

MZ313137

6 Disc CD changer
Applicable to PZ-2200.

For dashboard installation.

MZ312968

Installation kit for 
6 disc CD changer

MZ313141

10 Disc CD changer
Applicable to PZ-5000.

MZ312569

Adapter cable
To connect the 10 disc CD

changer to PZ-5000 

navigation system.

MZ594714
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COMFORT

Colt CZC MPI shown with wind deflector, 

silver-coloured air vent- and combimeter rings, 

side garnish, tailgate garnish and alloy wheels, 

Turbo design.

Wind deflector
Decreases wind turbulence in cabin when driving 

with open roof.

MZ313782

CRUISING COMFORT, CARE-FREE PARKING

Comfort and safety come standard with all Mitsubishi 

vehicles. Your new Colt CZC Coupé-Cabriolet is no exception.

It’ll take you anywhere where man has built roads.

Comfortably and safely. But when you get there, you don’t

want to go straight to the hairdresser. And you don’t want to

worry about it being stolen either. That’s why we’ve designed

a wind deflector to ensure that your hair remains in place

while you cruise to your destination. Just park up and go

and do whatever it is you do. Our exceptionally effective car

alarm system will keep it safe until you return.
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COMFORT

CD holder
Storage case for 6 CD's.

Can be stored in the 

storage bag/backpack.

MZ313118

Textile mat set
For Colt CZC 

Turbo only.

Front and rear set.

MZ313752 LHD

MZ313756 RHD

Trunk tray
MZ313770

Front seat storage tray
Sliding tray under passenger front seat.

MZ313019

Cargo net
MR951642

Storage bag / backpack
Includes storage for the CD holder.

MZ313119

Textile mat set
For Colt CZC 

MPI only.

Front and rear set.

MZ313751 LHD

MZ313755 RHD

Rubber mat set
Front set only.

MZ313420 LHD

MZ313421 RHD

Pollen filter
For models with or without

air-conditioning.

MR958017

Cool/hot box
Portable 12V powered cool/hot box.

220V ~ 12V adapter is available (optional).

Suitable for 1.5 litre bottles. Capacity 14 litres.

MZ313057

Cool/hot box accessories:
Adapter 220V ~ 12V MZ313058

Adapter with UK plug MZ313059

Battery guard MZ313060
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SAFETY & 
PROTECTION

Colt CZC Turbo shown with wind deflector, 

upper and lower sports grille.

Fog lamp kit
Incl. switch and bezels.

MZ313428

Mudguards, rear set
MZ313769

Mudguards, front set 
(no ill.)

For vehicles without side skirts

MZ313033

For vehicles with side skirts

MZ313410  

Anti-theft alarm 
system
To secure the side doors,

tailgate, bonnet and 

interior cabin. 

Easy installation via 

dedicated connectors. 

MME31581  

Rear parking 
assistance 

Assists reversing with

audible distance 

indication.

Sensors can be painted 

in body colour.

Set of 4 rear sensors.

MZ313784  

Rear bumper 
protection foil 

MZ313783  
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Safety kit
Includes first aid kit and

warning triangle.

MZ312959

Warning triangle
MZ312957

First aid kit
MZ312958

SAFETY & 
PROTECTION

QUICK
REFERENCE
LIST

Child safety seat 
“Baby-Safe”  

For babies up to 

15 months or 13 kgs.

MZ312807

Child safety seat 
“Kid”

For children between 3 and

12 years of age.

MZ312808

Child safety seat 
“Lord”
For children between 8

months and 4 years old.

MZ312745

Child safety seat 
“Duo Plus” (isofix)
For children between 8 months and 4 years old.

MZ313200

Note: Please check the Colt CZC owner manual before

installing a child seat!

Exterior styling Page 4 - 9

Front airdam MZ312905

Upper sports grille:

- silver MZ313778

- black MZ313779

Lower sports grille:

- silver MZ313791

- black MZ313790

Tailgate garnish MZ313781

Side skirts MZ312906

Side garnish MZ313780

Mirror covers MZ313768

Alloy wheels, 6.5J x 16”:

- 5 split spoke, Turbo design MZ313427

- 5 split spoke MZ312816

- 7 spoke MZ313018

Alloy wheels, 6J x 15”:

- 7 spoke MZ313017

Wheel covers (4 pcs):

- 15”, 8 spoke MZ313016

- 14”, 9 spoke (no ill.) MZ313015

Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs):

- cone nut seating, closed MZ312693

- cone nut seating, open MZ312694

Interior styling Page 10 - 11

Steering wheel, black/grey leather MZ313104

Gear shift knob, grey leather MZ313106

Accent parts, silver colour:

- for air vents (4 pcs) MZ313107

- for combimeter rings (3 pcs) MZ313108 

- for speaker rings (2 pcs) MZ313572

- for centre console (3 pcs) MZ313573 

Smoker kit MZ313607

Sports pedal kit (3 pcs) MZ313109

Entry guards, brushed aluminium MZ313423

Entry guard foil MZ313424

In-car entertainment Page 12 - 15

PZ-5000 navigation system, radio, CD player MZ312960

Remote control for PZ-5000 MZ313044

Installation kit for PZ-5000 MZ313141

Digital road maps (CD-ROM) for PZ-5000:

- Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg) MZ312092

- France MZ312089

- Germany MZ312086

- Italy, Switzerland, Austria MZ312091

- Spain, Portugal MZ312377

- Sweden, Denmark MZ312085

- United Kingdom MZ312088

- European package (7 CD’s) MZ312639

Tweeter set (2 pcs) MZ313021

Speaker set (4 pcs) MZ313437

Mobile phone accessories:

- Bluetooth adapter MZ313331

- mobile phone console kit, for combination with:

- PZ-2200 MZ313180

- PZ-5000 MZ313181

- hands free base kit MZ313137

- mobile phone cradles    Please ask your dealer

- window antenna MZ313140

6 Disc CD changer, applicable to PZ-2200 MZ312968

Installation kit for 6 disc CD changer MZ313141

10 Disc CD changer, applicable to PZ-5000 MZ312569

Adapter cable, to connect MZ312569 to PZ-5000 MZ594714

PZ-2200 radio, CD player, MP3 compatible MZ313759

Comfort Page 16 - 19

Wind deflector MZ313782

Storage bag/backpack MZ313119

CD holder MZ313118

Cool/hot box MZ313057

Cool/hot box accessories:

- adapter 220V ~ 12V MZ313058

- adapter with UK plug MZ313059

- battery guard MZ313060

Pollen filter MR958017

Rubber mats, front set only:

- LHD MZ313420

- RHD MZ313421

Textile mat set, for Colt CZC Turbo:

- LHD MZ313752

- RHD MZ313756

Textile mat set, for Colt CZC MPI:

- LHD MZ313751

- RHD MZ313755

Trunk tray MZ313770

Cargo net MR951642

Front seat storage tray MZ313019

Safety & protection Page 20 - 22

Fog lamp kit MZ313428

Mudguards, rear set MZ313769

Mudguards, front set (no ill.): 

- for vehicles without side skirts MZ313033

- for vehicles with side skirts MZ313410

Anti-theft alarm system MME31581

Rear parking assistance MZ313784

Rear bumper protection foil MZ313783

Child safety seats:

- “Duo Plus” (isofix) MZ313200

- “Baby-Safe” MZ312807

- “Lord” MZ312745

- “Kid” MZ312808

Safety kit MZ312959

First aid kit MZ312958

Warning triangle MZ312957

Touch-up paint (no ill.) Please ask your dealer
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